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Several new 3rd generaGon long-range DNA sequencing and mapping technologies have recently become
available that are starGng to create a resurgence in genome sequence quality. Unlike their 2nd generaGon,
short-read counterparts that can resolve a few hundred or a few thousand base-pairs, the new technologies
can rouGnely sequence 10,000 bp reads or map across 100,000 bp molecules. The substanGally greater
lengths are being used to enhance a number of important problems in genomics and medicine, including de
novo genome assembly, structural variaGon detecGon, and haplotype phasing.

METHODS

We carefully selected 26 species across tree of life and exhausGvely analyzed their assemblies using
simulated reads for 4 diﬀerent length (6 for HG19) and 4 diﬀerent coverage per species
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Here we discuss the capabiliGes of the latest echnologies, and show how they will improve the “3Cs of
Genome Assembly”: the conGguity, completeness, and correctness. We derive this analysis from (1) a metaanalysis of the currently available 3rd generaGon genome assemblies, (2) a retrospecGve analysis of the
evoluGon of the reference human genome, and (3) extensive simulaGons with dozens of species across the
tree of life.
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We also propose a model using support vector regression (SVR) that predicts genome assembly
performance using four features: read lengths(L) and coverage values(C) that can be used for evaluaGng
potenGal technologies along with genome size(G) and repeats(R) that present species speciﬁc
characterisGcs. The proposed model signiﬁcantly improves genome assembly performance predicGon by
adopGng data-driven approach and addressing limitaGons of the previous hypothesis-driven methodology.
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Overall, we anGcipate these technologies unlock the genomic “dark ma[er”, and provide many new insights
into evoluGon, agriculture, and human diseases.
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We used four features; Read length(L), Coverage(C), Repeats(R),
Genome size(G) to model de novo genome assembly conGguity amer
feature engineering.

MOTIVATION
Two key observaGons
1. ConGg over genome size
2. Read Length vs. Coverage
(Techonolgy vs. Money)
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We started our web service for conGguity predicGon.

HLp://qb.cshl.edu/asm_model/predict.html

3. Repeats (R)
Lengths selected to represent idealized
biotechnologies:
mean32: ~OpGcal mapping
mean16: ~10x / ChromaGn
mean8: ~10x / ChromaGn
mean4: PacBio/ONT
mean2: PacBio/ONT
mean1: Moleculo
(log-normal with increasing means)

2. Completeness
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Gene1 : A single gene
Gene10 : 10 genes in a serial order
Regulatory elements
Gene100 : 100 genes in a serial order
Synteny blocks
Gene1000 : 1000 genes in a serial order
Chromosomal structure

Finished
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Dram genomes

3. Correctness
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Misassemblies are one of the most
severe problems of de novo
assemblies, including producing
conGgs that falsely merge between
two diﬀerent chromosomes. It is a
criGcal problem because (1) it can
mislead us to incorrect biological
conclusions, and (2) it can falsely
increase the N50 length. We can
reduce the number of misassemblies
by using longer reads. Shown here is
a plot of the major misassemblies
when using reads averaging 3600bp
(m1) versus those made when using
120Kbp (m32).

